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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Description of a contemporary Sundance.          
         The Sundance here is an annual affair but for many years had 
         been prohibited.  Skinner in the A. A. paper notes that a 
         Sundance which Four Clouds tried to give was broken up by the 
         authorities in 1911.  I checked this with the same informant, 
         Four Clouds, and got the same answer.  In fact, the picture of 
         the Sundance lodge that Skinner took is that same unfinished 
         structure, and all of the men to whom I showed the picture 
         immediately recognized the unfinished lodge and pointed to a 
         spot about five hundred yards off from this year's lodge as the 
         place where it had stood.  
          
         For the past three or four years they have been allowed to hold 
         the dance.  They are subject to restrictions, one of which is 
         the omitting of the torture feature which goes without saying, 
         and another is the fact that only residents of the reserve on 
         which the ceremony is taking place may attend, it being an 
         offense to visit from one reserve to another without 
         permission.  Leo told me that he was arrested and fined last 



         year for going to watch the dance on another part of the 
         reserve than his own. 
          
         To obviate at least part of this difficulty, the ceremony this 
         year is held on a pasture which is right on the line between 
         the Otcapawes and the Kakiwistahau Reserves.  Near the new 
         Sundance lodge is one that was used two years ago. 
          
         When I came to the pasture about three o'clock in the 
         afternoon, the skeleton of the lodge was up and the men were 
         just beginning to finish up the booths with green boughs.  When 
         I left at 7:30 the lodge had not yet been completed although I 
         was told that it ordinarily is done before noon.  There was a 
         high wind blowing which hampered the work, added to the fact 
         that they were short-handed due to the visiting restrictions.   
          
         When I arrived first, Old Jack (God's Child) came up to greet 
         me, having heard that I had visited his house previously when 
         he had been away.  He is one of Skinner's old informants and 
         one of the most likeable personalities I have met in the 
         reserve.  Then the headman of the dance, (?), came up and I 
         asked him for permission to stay.  He was hesitant, saying that 
         I must make a lot of money from the sale of books about 
         Indians.  But I talked for a while and finally he said I could 
         go about the place. 
          
         Then I went into God's Child's tipi and there were soon 
         assembled about twenty men.  I was seated on an undressed hide 
         behind the fireplace; God's Child was on my right, Assiniboine, 
         another of Skinner's informants, was on my immediate right.  On 
          
         my left were Four Clouds (who came in later) and a man of about 
         35, who somehow began to do all the interpreting.  His Cree 
         name is Frog Moon (April) Joe Still, and he is the son of 
         Thunder Voice who is evidently learned in the old lore and has 
         passed some of his knowledge to Frog Moon.  Thunder Voice at 
         the present time is visiting at File Hills. 
          
         First I made the regular speech about my purpose in coming and 
         then I passed around the A. A. with the pictures that Skinner 
         had taken.  Everything was recognized immediately.  One of the 
         lodges was Neil's and another was Four Clouds's.  Neil 
         Sawustatun (Yellow Horse) and Harvey were especially taken by 
         the pictures of themselves in ceremonial regalia.  They will 
         probably be fast friends and helpful.  I then began asking 
         questions and at first Assiniboine did most of the answering, 
         as being the oldest present.  When Four Clouds came in, he 
         immediately did most of the talking. 
          
         While we were talking, God's Child took out a big brownstone 
         pipe with a screw-fluted stem about three feet long, filled it, 
         and began to pass it around in a clockwise direction.  First 
         they passed me up; Assiniboine handing the pipe across me to 
         Leo.  But the second time I took it and smoked.  It came around 
         twice again. 
          
         It became pretty hot inside the tipi since there was a strong 



         fire going in a centre stove, so I went out.  Neil and Harvey 
         followed me and with some youth interpreting, told me their 
         complaint.  The Sundance was their own old mode of worship and 
         they wanted to follow it.  But the government and some of their 
         own people who were church members tried to oppose and prohibit 
         it.  They had succeeded in regaining the right to hold the 
         dance by hiring a lawyer, one Mr. Neff, who fought for them.  
         But the thing was not "solid" yet and they wanted me to help.  
         I said that I should do all I could.  Note here the nice 
         anachronism of hiring a lawyer in order to hold the Sundance.  
         Neil and Harvey, though they speak English well themselves, 
         preferred to talk through an interpreter.   
          
         I was attracted by a very well-painted tipi and entered it.  It 
         belonged to "Long Horned Bull Sitting On The Ground."  I told 
         him that I had admired the tipi and asked him if he would 
         explain the meaning of the symbols.  He said he would if I 
         would fill his pipe first as was the old custom.  I did, and he 
         proceeded to tell me.  The dark cone at the apex, of the 
         chocolate brown color, represented the sky.  Running about the 
         middle and dropping down parallel to the doorway, was a band 
         made up of four colored parallel lines, yellow, blue, brown, 
          
         green.  This represented the rainbow; on it were bird figures 
         which he said were a kind of woodpecker.  Near the top of the 
         tipi, on the side opposite the doorway, was a Thunder Bird.  
         Over the doorway was a large sun figure with features painted 
         on, with what may have been rain dropping down from it in deep 
         orange streaks.  On each side of the doorway were two round 
         discs whose significance I did not get.  He said that it (the 
         design) was given to him in a dream, but I did not get any 
         further particulars. 
          
         The tipi was made of canvas, cut on a bias (as seen when up); 
         there were three outside poles, sixteen inside.  There were two 
         "ears" but I did not get the details of their construction.   
          
         I sat on a quilt on the place behind the fire opposite the 
         doorway.  Long Horned Bull Sitting sat to my right with his 
         feet outstretched.  He uses a cane to walk with, sat on a chair 
         during all of the Sundance, and has a leg defect of some kind.  
         He has long braided hair and seems to be living, insofar as 
         possible, in the old way of life.  As we entered, his wife was 
         seated next to him, combing the hair of their two children.  I 
         have noticed that the combing of the hair seems to be important 
         for no matter how dirty a kid's face may be, his hair is pretty 
         nicely combed, that is, on these ceremonial days.  Long Horned 
         Bull Sitting was sitting on what evidently was the bed, which 
         was made up of quilts and blankets spread on the ground and 
         four large pillows with greyish and dirty pillow cases over 
         them.  There was the remnants of a fire in the middle.  Around 
         the tipi were wooden boxes of various kinds.  
          
         It is well to note here that I have entered four tipis so far, 
         Jack's, Two Voices's, Long Horned Bull Sitting's and Joe 
         Still's.  Only in Jack's was there a box stove.  The ordinary 
         gable tents which abounded at the Sundance, all have stove 



         pipes sticking from the roof.  Always I have sat at the back 
         except in Two Voices's tipi. 
          
          
         Informant:  otcackiposs -- Eater of Raw Liver, hence             
                     Assiniboine  (they are supposed to do it) 
          
         The chief of this band now is kice manito'owaicis, "God's Child" 
         (Jack).  Before him, his brother Walter, nauwecis, "Down" [i.e. 
         "Birds Down" -- am not sure of translation] was chief.  Before 
         him their father, otcapohaues, "Man Who Unties," was chief, and 
         from him the band gets its present name.  His father, 
         kakiciweu, "Loud Voice," was chief and he was the one who signed 
         the treaty for the band.  Before him, his father, kayamihagun, 
          
         was chief.  There was some little discussion as to the meaning 
         of this word and all agreed that it was a Muskego word whose 
         meaning was unknown in Plains Cree.  Incidentally, when I asked 
         Four Clouds who the Muskegos were, he said that they came from 
         north of Winnipeg and that he had seen many. 
          
         Other Cree chiefs they knew were kicikau atcakus, "Day Star," at 
         Touchwood Hills, and kamaxkitcekinoct, "Big Tipi," from File 
         Hills.  The grandson of Big Tipi, kamuctucahtcapcu, "Buffalo 
         Bull," was present with another old man from File Hills.  They 
         were visiting in this reserve. 
          
         This band used to hunt in the vicinity of Moose Jaw.  They also 
         were called Katepweucipi-iniwuk, Calling River Indians.  They 
         fought the Blackfeet principally.  Four Clouds said that he had 
         heard from his grandfather that the Blackfeet once lived in 
         this very Crooked Lake vicinity and had been beaten off.   
          
         They never fought with the Assiniboine, Soto, Ojibwa, or other 
         bands of Cree, and often came together with them to fight in 
         alliance or to hold a Sundance.  They also fought the 
         Pauwistikoiniwuk, Rapids Indians (Gros Ventre); Pwatuk, Sioux; 
         Ayahtcinimuk (also Sioux?).  Four Clouds asserted that they got 
         most horses from the Napakictigwanuk, Flat Head Indians.  I 
         asked for Willow Indians and they recognized the translated 
         name as Paskuxkupauiniwuk, who lived somewhere between 
         Battleford and Prince Albert.   
          
         Four Clouds said that the chieftainship was always hereditary.  
         If a chief had no sons, another was chosen by tacit consent.  
         In reply to the query as to the manner of electing a new chief, 
         he said that in the old days they knew each other so well that 
         no formal apparatus was necessary.  (P.S.  I promised to send 
         Neil and Harvey an enlargement of their picture in the A. A.) 
          
          
         Informants:  Kenny, Jack, Assiniboine 
          
         I next gathered the above three informants and we went into Joe 
         Still's tipi since Jack's had become too hot and was not a 
         suitable place because the women were baking in it. 
          



         In Joe Still's tipi I sat at the back again, Joe at my left, 
         Kenny in front of me, Jack at my left, and Assiniboine at my 
         right.  I first read to them Skinner's account of the Sundance 
         and asked them to make corrections or additions.  At this point 
         I must make note again of the effect of the two articles by 
         Skinner that I had along.  Everybody was eager to see the 
         pictures and by now the two are much the worse by dint of 
          
         thumbing and handling.  I personally got quite a thrill out of 
         going over the data that had been collected 21 years ago from 
         the same informants.  All of the older men recognized the tipis 
         in the pictures, one of which was Jack's and which bore the 
         same insignia today.  Neil especially was taken by the picture 
         of himself and Harvey, and took it off to show to his wife.  He 
         asked me to send him an enlargement of the picture, which I 
         promised to do.   
          
         As we came into Joe Still's tipi I noticed a woman of about 23, 
         lying to the left of the doorway.  She wasn't feeling well, and 
         lay with her back to us, on her side, all the time I was there.  
         Her husband (an Assiniboine) sat at her head and from time to 
         time whispered to her and caressed her hair, a nice unassuming 
         instance of conjugal affection.  Later, someone brought in two 
         ice cream cones and the Assiniboine husband bought one for his 
         ailing wife.  She is a relative (sister?) of Joe Still who told 
         me that she often was sick, because all her joints were sore.  
         The ice cream cones were bought in town and resold.   
          
         To get back to the orthodox part of the session, Kenny and the 
         others did make some corrections and addition to Skinner's 
         account of the Sundance. 
          
         The "Sweetgrass Smudge" prepared before cutting the pole is 
         four smudges (probably at the cardinal points).  The pole is 
         cut with a preliminary of four feints at cutting.  Only one 
         door is left in the Sundance lodge, that to the south.  The 
         hauling up of the master of ceremonies with the centre pole 
         about which Skinner failed to get information, is done by the 
         Stonies.  When I witnessed the dance I saw other discrepancies 
         with Skinner's account which I shall note later. 
          
         Neil was present for a while but went out, because he was to be 
         one of the dancers.  Later, there was a call and all except Joe 
         Still left.  I wanted to go out also, but Joe said for me to 
         stay around a while.  I do not know whether he didn't want me 
         to go out or whether he only wanted to talk for a while longer, 
         I think the latter. 
          
         Before Kenny left, I asked him about the buffalo pound.  He 
         said that it was used in hard times only.  There was a pole in 
         the centre but it was not set up there, but was a tree that had 
         not been cleared off as its neighbors had, and had been 
         stripped of its limbs.  The place where the buffalo entered was 
         elevated, and so the buffalo had to jump down into the corral.  
         Under this barrier, men sat and smoked and sang.  They usually 
         sang for four nights before.   
          



          
          
         They told me that when Skinner was among them he joined in the 
         Pixto kamik ceremony, i.e., the Smoking Tipi rite.  He had 
         stayed up all night and they had seen tears running down his 
         cheek when all had cried.  This ceremony is only carried on in 
         the spring.  I saw four structures of the tipi on my way back 
         from the Sundance.  One of them still had a cloth offering 
         attached to it.  Each one had been used in a different year.  
         It is very impressive that of late there either has been a 
         revival of old ceremonial practices or the agent has become 
         more lenient.  Thus, there were only Smoking Tipis from four 
         years and Sundance lodges from two or three.   
          
         I asked them in regard to the buffalo pound if they had any 
         idea as to where or when it originated.  They answered that the 

ual 

is last dream idea is an interesting one.  I don't believe it 

got some bits of information from Joe 
 

oor 

ndance Observations 

 the dancing had not yet begun.  It must 

pwatath, "Calling Man."  His daughter 

E. Section   

         knowledge had been told to their grandfathers by their 
         grandfathers, and so on from earliest times.  Joe Still 
         explained that it came about just as some blessed individ
         among the whites first made an automobile, so some blessed 
         (lucky) person among the Indians just constructed a buffalo 
         pound according to the concept revealed to him in a dream.   
          
         Th
         actually means what dream means to us, but rather a combination 
         of the concepts of insight, revelations, thought.  I must 
         follow it up sometime.  
          

ter the others left I          Af
         Still.  It seems that his father is very well versed in the old
         lore and Joe has some of it.  The moccasin game is played at 
         Moose Mountain not at Crooked Lake.  Only the hand game is 
         played here.  I tried to get a genealogy from him but with p
         results.   
          
         Su
          

en I left last night         Wh
         have started about eight o'clock and continued all night and 
         the next day until five o'clock.  The prime fact is that the 
         dancers abstain from water although they do smoke.  I believe 
         that they do not eat, but I am not sure of this.  There was no 
         dance here last year, but it took place at Goose Lake(?).  The 
         year before, the dance had taken place in the old structure 
         next to the present one. 
          

is dance is given by te         Th
         was very sick and he vowed that if she got well he would give a 
         Sundance.  She did, and so he gave it.  However, one of the 

          speeches given at the end expressed the hope that tepwatath's
         daughter would recover.   
          
          
         The following description of the dance is keyed to the diagram 
         and divided according to sections, NE, NW, SE, SW. 
          
         N.



          
         The singers about the hide changed off occasionally, but for 
         the most part they were the same group.  Every once in a while 

ll 

 later 

, 

ter another drum was brought in; it was made of a small 
 

E.6:  Harvey Kenny.  He was one of the steady singers and was 

d 

he NW at about 

nger 1-2-3-8 N.E. wore caps, 8 was a straw hat.  Two wore 

E.9-10-11-12, were women spectators, old, with kerchiefs over 

 all times there were more women spectators than men.  Some 

E.f.:  Woman dancer with beaded headband.  All the dancers 
 

         a little boy would come up to beat the hide and sing, but soon 
         got tired of it and left.  There were three or four boys 
         beating at various times. 
          
         N.E. 4:  Manipulator of the rattle.  First Assinobine, then 
         Arthur Wacaxkis, later one of the old men from File Hills.  A
         had a rotary motion.  At the time I mapped this section, Arthur 
         was the rattler.  He wore a shirt, braces, pants, no hat.  The 
         rattle was rawhide with a wooden handle.  It is called 
         cicigwun.  At the neck were tied red strips of cloth and
         hawk bells were put on (by the File Hills visitor).  See 
         diagram.   
          
         N.E.5:  Drummer Charley Assiniboine.  Hide hoop drum beaten 
         with straight stick.  See diagram.  Dress, hat, pink kerchief
         pants, shirt. 
          
         La
         washtub with the bottom knocked out and covered over on two
         sides with hide. 
          
         N.
         beating the stiff hide with two peeled sticks about three feet 
         long.  (He later took me aside and showed me two letters from 
         their lawyer, a Mr. Neff, saying that he was looking after 

se         their interests in regard to the Sundance.)  Harvey was dres
         in straw hat, old coat jacket, overall pants.   
          

E.7:  Jack God's Child.  Jack usually sat in t         N.
         no. 5, but as I was noting this section he took a place around 
         the hide and began beating and singing.  As befitted the chief, 
         Jack was dressed in much beadwork and made a good many of the 
         speeches.  He was wearing a stetson and a blue coat jacket and 
         blue pants.  He had on beaded cuffs about ten inches long; 
         moccasins that were completely beaded over on top; a beaded 
         collar with a pendent tie; and a broad, beaded belt with two 
         pendent pouches.  He carried an eagle wing throughout the 
         ceremony.  Beadwork with geometric designs throughout. 
          
         Si
         sweaters and two wore coats.  All were beating time on the 
         hide.   
          
          
         N.
         their heads.  13 was a hunchback, with a sweater.  
          
         At
         of the old women smoked pipes.  I noted one younger woman 
         smoking a cigarette. 
          
         N.
         held whistles in their mouths all the time they were dancing. 
         The whistles were made of eagle leg bones and were decorated by 



         painting and by being tied with ribbons or bits of cloth.  Some 
         were attached to a string about the neck.  All the dancers had 
         at least two feathers in their hair, some had more.  See 

shawl         diagram for face painting.  Wore a blue dress with beaded  

E.e.:  Woman dancer.  Appears quite young, not over 25.  Was 

E.Section 
 cloth offering with a Thunder Bird design painted 

the 

ncer, eagle's tail feather bonnet.  Red 
aw 

ncer c and h S.E.:  No detail women dancers.  There were one 

E.20 - Old woman in kerchief and sweater 

nd tams. 

ut were painted.  One 

e food in the S.E. section was there all the time that I was; 

         collar and necklace. 
          
         N.
         a very steady dancer.  Two feathers at back of head, braids 
         hanging over shoulders.  See diagram. 
          
         N.E.a.:  Woman dancer.  Two feathers in back of head.  Beaded 
         headband with two streamers.  Beaded collar and tie.  Shell 
         earrings.  See diagram. 
          
         S.
         S.E.x.:  Is a
         on it.  These cloth offerings, each from one to three yards 
         long and regular bolt width, were attached all over the 
         structure to the walls of the booths and to the walls of 
         lodge itself.  With the exception of the cloth which was tied 
         to the centre pole, all the offerings were hung in a certain 
         way.  I did not get the detail, but they appeared to be 
         attached to a straight peeled rod and twig hooks attached much 
         like some of our own wooden coat hangers.  
          
         S.E.d.:  Woman dancer with Thunder Bird design painted on each 
         cheek.  Diagram. 
          

E.a.:  Woman da         S.
         tipped, beaded band, feathers hanging on either side.  Str
         hat base.  Three lines on each cheek thus.  (See original for 
         diagram.) 
          
         Da
         or two more dancers, but since they did not dance very much, I 
         did not get to note them.  It evidently is not necessary to 
         dance to every ring.  Women spectators. 
          
          
         S.
             19 - Woman with kerchief nursing baby. 
             17 - Woman with two small children. 
             15 - Woman in red sweater and hat. 
             19/14 - Youngish women in sweaters a
             12 - Old woman blowing nose in apron. 
          

ny of the children that were running abo         Ma
         had a yellow streak running across his forehead, and down to 
         midcheek.  "Georgie" had red splotches on his forehead.  One 
         had a blue feather suspended from the bregma.      
          
         Th
         when I had just arrived, about 10:30 Sunday morning, the food 
         was being passed around and ladled out from buckets.  The chief 
         item was a kind of thick brown meat stew that appeared to have 
         beans in it.  There was a box of bread and the food server tore 
         off chunks and handed them out.  Later, slices of bread with 



         jam spread on were passed around.  The food was left there 
         throughout the rest of the dance, but only occasional 
         youngsters ate of it then.   
          
         I had brought a half pound can of tobacco with me.  I gave it 
         to Jack, who then got up and made a speech and then the servers 

ere were several other women dancers in this section, but 
h 

  Neil Yellow Horse (Sawustatun).  Had black 
s 

 

ncer N.W.b:  Oscar.  Was painted with black dots like Neil.  

ng 
  

W.c.:  Jim Kacuicimau, "One Who Rattles."  Wore a "porcupine" 
 back of head, a feathered halo-like attachment, dyed red.  

 

He 
wed that if he got well he would join the church.  At Easter 

.  Wore fringed cloth shirt.  Beaded moccasins, 
anket about hips, fur neckpiece, brass studded headband, 

irt made a la buckskin shirt style.  
 of the newer kind reaching to the 

e 
he 

         passed it around, giving some to each man, until it was gone.   
          
         Th
         since they did not dance very often, I did not get to see muc
         of them except at the finale and so did not get detail of 
         description.   
          
         N.W. Section 
         Dancer N.W.a.:
         spots of the size of a quarter painted on his face and on hi
         legs and feet, which were bare.  Wore a red shirt and brass 
         beads(?), had cloth about hips in style characteristic of old
         men.  He had a peculiar dance stance, right hand on hip, left 
         resting on booth fence before him, right foot in front of left, 
         rocked from one foot to the other.  The other dancers kept both 
         hands on the fence and danced with feet together and by bending 
         both knees rhythmically.   
          
         Da
         Wore no moccasins but did wear woolen socks, blanket about 
         hips, torso naked and painted with black dots, pink kerchief, 
         braids with ribbons about them.  He had a white cloth offeri
         hung in front of him so as to shield his bare torso from sight.
          
          
          
         N.
         in
         He wore a beautifully beaded hide shirt that came down to his 
         knees.  Wore hide leggings and beaded moccasins.  His shirt was
         the finest example of beadwork that I so far have seen.   
          
         Mr. Ross told me that this Jim was very sick last winter.  
         vo
         Services Mr. Ross was surprised to see Jim, his wife, and his 
         child tripping up to be baptized.  Had yellow and blue dots all 
         over face. 
          
         N.W.d.:  Sam
         bl
         braided sweetgrass cap. 
          
         Note the fringed cloth sh

d Assiniboine wore one         Ol
         knees.  The sweetgrass cap, too, is new to me. 
          

bone whistl         With Sam a four-year-old was dancing; his eagle 
         just barely clearing the booth fence, his hands, resting on t
         fence, on a level with his mouth.  Michael still said that he 
         fasted for half a day. 
          



         Sam had a red streak painted across his forehead and down to 

 

ion were the older 

 

rt 

three were those who served the food, attended to 
e fire and smudges, etc.  Called oskapeusak.  The fire was 

t and 
ggings.  Braided sweetgrass cap.  Two feathers up in back, 

 
inted with red streaks thus (see original for diagram).  He 

 peeled forked 
icks with a peeled stick across.  There were four pipes 

 

yle (see original for diagram) about six inches long.  The 
ed 

bowl, had a stem about 
n rings, each ring being 

stem.  

 stem that 
s flat, studded with brass and had two lines cut out along 

duroy trousers 
 

. 

         midcheek.  On his cheeks were red spots. 
          

ad cover as a vest,         N.W.f.:  Tom Cici.  Wore a beaded horse he
         his arms through the eye holes; braids.   
          
         The men spectators sitting in the N.W. sect
         men of importance mostly.  There Jack usually sat at no. 4.  
         Harry Favel, chief of the Kakiwistahau Reserve at no. 6.  At 
         no. 7, Long Horned Bull Sitting sat on a chair (probably on 
         account of his lame leg).  Of all those at the dance, Long 
         Horned Bull Sitting seemed to me to be the one closest to the
         old days in dress.  He wore leggings made of red and green 
         cloth, a blanket about his shoulders, a hat, and shell 
         earrings.  Assiniboine sat at no. 8, a man in a buckskin shi
         at no. 9.   
          
         One, two and 
         th
         fanned with Jack's eagle wing; Michael said that a great wind 
         would come up should the attendant blow on the fire.   
          
         N.a.:  Tepwatath, the giver of the dance.  Buckskin shir
         le
          
         two hanging down in front.  Large beaded pouch in front.  Face
         pa
         had an eagle wing in his left hand which he often raised during 
         the dancing and brandished for a while.  This was the signal 
         for the dancers to raise one or both hands heavenward, with 
         palms down and then to lower them slowly.   
          
         In this section was the pipe rack made of two
         st
         against it with the bowls on the ground and the stems leaning
         on the horizontal rack bar.   
          

n stone bowl in the typical          One was a large one with a brow
         st
         stem was about thirty inches long and had a double line carv
         spiralling around three times.   
          
         Another was equipped with a black 

enty-four inches long, carved i         tw
         painted white, green, red or orange.  Another had a plain 
         Another had a stem that was studded with brass.   
          
         In Long Horned Bull Sitting's tipi I noticed a pipe
         wa
         the central axis (see original for diagram). 
          
         S.W. Section 

W.a.:  Male dancer, Willie Smoker, wore cor         S.
         rolled up at the bottom, moccasins, held eagle wing, braided
         sweetgrass cap, beaded collar, beaded pouch slung across 
         shoulder, pipe in hand, painted with white spots on each cheek
          



         I sat among the men spectators in the S.W. section at no. 9 and 
         no. 6.  Michael Still, about 13 years old, sat beside me 
         occasionally pointing out objects of interest and interpreting 
         speeches.   
          
         Most of the men wore moccasins, only those below thirty wearing 

oes.  Otherwise, they wore caps and hats, pants and coats.   

 Skinner's plan of the dance lodge 
ig. 4, page 290) with the diagram I have drawn up, there is a 

 

etc., I believe to be the same with the 
ception that rope is now used and in former times buffalo 

t 20 feet high, eight 
ches in diameter.  It was of (?) wood.  There were 22 roof 

 
s 

 

bor fashion thus (see original for diagram) and the dancer 

arbor for tepatwath.  Beside him was 
e altar, but I didn't get to see it.  The cloth offerings, as 

 and painted blue.  
from the ground.  

 

x, 

         sh
          
         Structure of Sundance Lodge 
          
         As will be noted by comparing
         (f
         considerable difference in detail.  I believe this to be due 
         not so much, if any, to changes that have taken place among the 
         Cree since 1913, but rather to the fact that Skinner evidently
         did not himself witness the ceremony.  The picture of the lodge 
         structure that he has (fig. 1, page 288) is one that was never 
         completed, because the Mounties would not allow kaniwistaham to 
         go on with the dance. 
          
         The detail of lashing, 
         ex
         hide strips (according to Harvey Kenny).  Bark was never 
         utilized as far as I could make out. 
          
         The centre pole (see diagram) was abou
         in
         poles, 12 side supports, on west side there were three poles 
         set up projecting eight feet above side supports.  The outer 
         wall was covered around with tipi and tent canvases.  On a 
         picture of last year's lodge that Mr. Ross has, I noticed that

s         the canvas was drawn over the top of the lodge also.  Mr. Ro
         says it may have been because rain was threatening then.  The 
         booth's fences were about four feet high and were interlaid with
         willow boughs.  There was a break in the fence on the S.W. 
         because there were not enough dancers to fill the S.W. section.  
          
         There were six or seven places where the fence was built up in 
         ar
         was framed by the boughs. 
          
         There was a more elaborate 
         th
         noted before, were liberally strewn about. 
          
         The centre pole had two figures carved on it

ere was a buffalo skull about six inches          Th
         Another was a Thunder Bird about five feet from the top.  From 
         just below the Thunder's Nest, watistwani'kau, "Imitation of a
         Nest," there were tied two long strips of cloth, one red and 
         one white, which hung down. 
          

pwewinu, the Thunder Bird piesiu         The centre pole is mistikona 
         "Big Bird."   
          

ndance          Procedure at Su
          



         When first I entered the lodge the dancers were dancing out 
nly 

nding with the feet 
gether and rhythmically bending at the knees and blowing a 

ound the hide, the men spectators and dancers never singing.  

would be 
ven.  Arthur Wacaxkis, a short-haired, fat man of about 40, 

s 

 

enny 
our Clouds) offered a pipe, holding the stem upward to the E. 

so 

d that the minister is going to 
ay.  Much to my amazement, the principal of the church school 

ncing stopped and some of the spectators and 
ide to the place just south of the lodge 

d 

n 
reat 

.  

         around the pole in front of the spectators.  This occurred o
         once again later and also at the very end. 
          
         The dance as described above consists of sta
         to
         sound on the whistle which is constantly kept in the mouth. 
          
         All the singing and drumming is done by those men sitting 
         ar
         The songs last about five minutes, then there is about a five 
          
         minute rest and another song is started.  In practically every 
         song there was one interval where the men stopped singing and 
         the song was carried on by the women spectators.   
          
         From time to time, during the bells, short speeches 
         gi
         gave several.  He always spoke with his cup in his hand and hi
         hat over his arm (survival of robe).  The speeches were usually 
         delivered in the N.W. section.  One speech near the end 
         exhorted everyone to be lively and dance well since the finish 
         was near.  Another expressed the hope that tepwatath's daughter
         would get well (at least so Michael interpreted it). 
          
         After all had eaten, at about 11 in the morning, old K
         (F
         and thanking the Great Spirit for the food.  Kenny, at that 
         time, sat just north of the fire.  Later, Assiniboine offered a 
         pipe and a pipe was passed around the singing group.  Jack al
         offered a pipe at one period. 
          
         About two o'clock Jack announce
         pr
         at Round Lake was there with Mrs. Taryon, the matron, and Mr.  
         Taryon.  They had brought with them about twelve of the school 
         girls in blue skirts, brown stockings, brown sneaks, and faded 
         middy blouses.   
          
         The singing and da

ncers went outs         da
         entrance where Mr. Ross was to conduct the services.  I asked 
         Michael if the people resented it and he emphatically state
         that they did not at all.  I noticed Harry Favel, the chief of 
         whom I had to ask permission to attend the Sundance, was 
         standing behind Mr. Ross as one of the pillars of the church.  

e          First the school girls sang a hymn.  Then Mr. Ross read th
         45th Psalm, "Sing unto the Lord with thanksgiving."  Then Mr. 
         Ross gave a short sermon to the effect that "He healeth the 
         broken in heart, he counteth the stars.  Scientists with 
         telescopes are discovering new stars every day which He has i
         the palm of His hand.  Can you reconcile the idea of the g
         Almighty God having pity on a little child?  God is so good to 
         us.  Are we disappointing Him in the way we are, the way we 
         worship?  Jesus was disappointed to find that men didn't listen 
         to Him.  Jesus's expectations didn't come to pass.  God knows 
         us -- He directs the whirlwind.  He knows everything about us



         He is here.  We must not displease Him.  My appeal to you is 
         that you give yourself to God."   
          
          
         NOTE:  In going over this, how much of the hymn and psalm and 

rmon struck home or meant anything to the average Indian?   
ter the sermon the girls sang "Jesus loves me, this I know, 

 

verybody to break up camp and depart before 

d offered a prayer.  This was the 
rst time that I had seen anyone touch the pole.  Then he 

 the 

braced it and offered a prayer.  

gs very 
ort.  At last the final song was announced.  The dancers came 

s 

 

l.  I saw tears coming down the cheeks of 
nd several men wiped their eyes.  One of 

  

s to happen next, everyone said that nothing else was going 

ecked with Skinner's account. 

         se
         Af
         because the Bible tells me so."  Then the dancing began again. 
         I met Mr. Ross and he invited me to come to Round Lake where I 
         now am writing.   
          
         At about 3:30 it was announced that the dance would be over at 
         five, in time for e
         dark.  Joe Still told me that no one would stay after the 
         Sundance, considering it bad luck.  Note here the use of the 
         clock; Jack and several others had watches which were several 
         times checked with mine. 
          
         Toward the end of the dance a man came forward and leaned 
         against the centre pole an
         fi
         stroked the eagle wing he was carrying downward parallel to
         pole and then went over and seemed to gently fan one of the 
         women dancers.   
          
         Later yet, another man came up, danced near the pole for a 
         while, and then em
          
         Toward the end the tempo of the songs became faster, the 
         dancing more vigorous, and the intervals between son
         sh
         out to dance in a ring around the pole in front of the 
         spectators, all present got up and the men took off their hat
         and caps, many of the spectators danced during this last song.  

 in          During this tune one of the old men, N.W. 9 was standing
         front of the pole to the west, dancing and, if I remember right,
         was smoking a pipe. 
          
         After the song, all the dancers covered their faces with one 
         hand and began to wai

 least one woman a         at
         the women crying was one for whom a speech had been made.  
         About three o'clock she became very thirsty, it seems, and 
         since she had not previously promised to dance but had joined 
         in anyway, asked permission to drink.  This was denied her. 
          
         After the wailing, the dancers went out but almost all the 
         spectators stayed.  In answer to all my questions as to what 
         wa
         on.  I gathered, or thought I did, that I wasn't welcome to 
         stay any longer.  As I was leaving the field, I noticed the 
         dancers coming back to the lodge with their faces washed clean 
         of paint.   
          
          

 I questioned Harvey Kenny about the Sundance and          On June 26th,
         ch



          
         Tobacco no longer is sent out to the host's tribesmen.  The 
         word of the dance gets around eas

ngregate at the Agency. 
ily since the Indians now 

ose who go forward to spy out.  
ld 
itau 
e 

itau, 
band, they carried out the 

ief's orders.  Old Alecson is the only one left.  He is too 

  Tepwatath said last winter that he would 
ve the dance since his daughter had recovered her health.   

ey only can dance for two days instead of four as was 

st 
 must 

ok at the pole only.  But Harvey said that the spectators 

nt of it.  Tepwatath could not go out at 
as did the other dancers but had to go 

 
Lake, thirty-five years ago. 

oth offerings 
d rolls them up in a ball.  At first Harvey said that all the 
le dancers take sweat baths and the women made sweat baths 

y 

         co
          
         Those who go out to hunt down the centre pole are called 
         onitawaxtawuk, scouters, th
         According to Harvey, those that had scouted thus in the o
         days were eligible to find the pole.  It was not an ogihtc
         function only.  For this Rain Dance the two old men from Fil
         Hills, Buffalo Bull and his brother, together with Old 
         Assiniboine and Walter, went out.   
          
         When I questioned Harvey about the function of an ogihtc
         he said that there were four to each 
         ch
         old to go out for the pole.  Harvey said that Assiniboine could 
         be called ogihtcitau, but Walter could not, because he had 
         never gone out on a war party.  Assiniboine denied that he had 
         the title later.   
          
         The man who gives the dance appoints the ogihtcitau for it by 
         giving them a smoke.
         gi
          
         Four volleys were not fired before the pole was cut.  Harvey 
         explained that they cannot follow all of the old ritual since 
         th
         formerly the case. 
          
         The dancers do not look skyward as Skinner has it, but mu

ole.  Michael told me that everybody         look at the centre p
         lo
         could look anywhere.  
          
         The altar was beside the host, out of sight.  A sweetgrass 
         smudge is always in fro

e back of the lodge          th
         out at the south entrance. 
          
         If it rains when the Dance is going on, the dancers may drink 
         of the rain water. 
          
         Harvey said that the last time the torture feature was used was
         at a dance at Goose 
          
          
         After the dance is over the host gathers up the cl
         an
         ma
         for some old men.  Later when Harry Favel was there, he said 
         that only his wife made a sweat bath for an old man.  This 
         sufficed for all the dancers.  The offerings were laid on top 
         of the sweat bath.  Later they were carried off and hidden awa
         in a secret place. 
          
         In the encampment for the Sundance there were six tipis, 25 



         tents.  Since the Agent does not permit going from one reserve 

le 

onnet. 
raphernalia:  Eagle bone whistle, eagle wing, cloth 

axes, 
 rope.     
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         to the other for the Sundance, the lodge was built on the 
         boundary line between the two reserves and the Otcapawes peop
         lived on their reserve, the east side, and the Kakwistahau on 
         their reserve, the west side. 
          
         The survival of the old type in material objects at the dance 
         were:   
          
         Dress:  Leggings, moccasins, hide shirts, beadwork, feather 
                 b
         Pa
                         offerings, lodge structure, pipe.   
         New elements: 
          
         Dress:  Jackets, sweaters, shoes, socks, hats, caps, 
                 knives,
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